PROSTOP-E
ISOBUS SYSTEM

Focused Precision. FOR LIFE.
PENTAIR HYPRO® PROSTOP-E INDIVIDUAL
NOZZLE CONTROL
The Hypro ProStop-E Valve features a robust, quarter-turn electric
ball valve that is highly reliable as compared to solenoid and plunger
valves. The Valve utilizes an extremely low amount of power and
provides a high flow capacity in a compact valve design. Hypro
ProStop-E Valve easily adapts directly to Hypro ProFlo single
drop, 3 & 5-way, and push to connect nozzle bodies in place of the
traditional check valve.

HOW IT WORKS FOR YOU


Provides individual on/off nozzle control for increased
precision application



Eliminates chemical misapplication and waste



Removes the need for centralized valve banks



Allows for high application rates, up to 2GPM (7.5lpm)
from each Hypro ProStop-E Valve

PENTAIR HYPRO® PROSTOP-E ISOBUS SYSTEM
The Hypro ProStop-E ISOBUS System allows you to have precise
control over your fields to improve efficacy and increase your yield
with ease. The System provides defined application of chemicals,
eliminating spraying in areas that do not require treatment while
providing individual nozzle control from the cab. Upgrade your
sprayer with a complete precision spraying solution for individual
nozzle control on existing or new sprayers.


Instantaneous on/off based on real-time field map from
GPS based controller



Provides pinpoint accuracy in application of liquid nutrients
and pesticides



Reduces section overlaps and overspray

COMPLETE PRECISION SPRAYING SYSTEM
ISOBUS SYSTEM
Electronic spray rate controller that provides individual nozzle
control by implementing CANbus messages to communicate
with and control Pentair Hypro® ProStop-E Nozzle Body Valves.
ISOBUS is a plug-and–play communication standard between the
user-interface spray controller in the cab and control modules on
different implements.



Maintains rate based on speed and sections



Reads flowmeter and adjusts pump speed



Automatically switches to pressure based control
when flow is lower than flowmeter accuracy

Sprayer Task Controller

ISOBUS Interface Cable

Pentair Hypro® ProStop-E ISOBUS Interface Cable
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120 foot boom, up to 96 nozzles
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